Wilforine, the Q-marker and PK-maker of Tripterygium glycosides tablet: Based on preparation quantitative analysis and PK-PD study.
The quality standard of Tripterygium glycosides tablet (TGT) by CFDA can not fully reflect the effectiveness and safety. While, Q-marker was proposed to solve the problem of traditional Chinese medicine. PK-marker is mainly used to reflect the material exposure and the influencing factors of Chinese medicine after administration. Based on the study of quantitative analysis, cytotoxicity and pharmacokinetics, this study screened out and confirmed whether wilforine could be served as a potential Q-marker and PK-marker of TGT. A sensitive and selective UPLC-MS/MS method was developed and applied to quantitative research of TGT preparation and pharmacokinetics study of TGT. Then, HepG2 cells assay was used to evaluate the cytotoxicity induced by alkaloids in TGT. Then, a PK-PD research was carried out in adjuvant arthritis (AA) rats and control rats after oral administration of TGT, with different dosage and timing. The pharmacokinetic characteristics were determined and calculated by DAS1.0. The pharmacodynamics of TGT was evaluated by the change of paw swelling through one-way ANOVA analysis. The quality of four alkaloids showed significant difference among four manufacturers, and they were abundant component in TGT from three manufacturers of all. HepG2 cells test revealed that wilforine and wilforgine could induce the cytotoxicity obviously. Pharmacodynamics index suggested that TGT had therapeutic effect on adjuvant arthritis. Thus, the four cases of death occurred in the high dose AA rat group had proven the significant toxicity caused by continuous high dose TGT administration. Furthermore, the result of pharmacokinetic study proved that Cmax, and AUC(0-tn) of wilforine have dose-dependent and time-dependent characteristics. But for wilforgine, there was no indication that there was an accumulation phenomenon in vivo and its plasma concentration showed low exposure. Therefore, it could hardly become the PK-marker of TGT. Wilforine is proposed as a biologically active and toxic component of TGT that can be served both as Q-marker and PK-marker. The quality, clinical safety, and efficacy of TGT should be evaluated by the quality of wilforine.